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 Salon Akademii,  Czym się zajmujesz? (collective exhibition), Warsaw

“Painter” is thr name of the computer program in which the project is created and at 
the same time a reference to the painters’ signatures, ‘stolen’ from the museum. The 
digital series summarizes the 2-year employment period in the Collections of the Na-
tional Museum in Warsaw. Works are hijacked from warehouses. Although the images 
are not copies in the literal sense of the term, there is the problem of imitation in the 
sense of copyright. The signature contains an individual gesture and a certificate of 
authenticity. The artist’s signature subjected to painting interpretation loses its original 
meaning. Detached from the ground, suspended in digital space, it takes a long way to 
finally materialize again.
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Dorota Kozieradzka/Michał Szuszkiewicz,
studio Lapolka
kurator: Marcin Krasny

Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw 2009

The project was inspired by an old album about Fontainebleau. The place has here a 
purely allegoric function. The tissue of the project is photography, design and paint-
ing.
We create a world of our own, using the contemporary means of expression. It is a 
transcription of a collaboration that derives from mutually shared inspiration and 
which combines the different disciplines of visual art. The original album provided 
the context and was the main source we referred to. The esthetic diversity, just like 
the multiplicity of meanings hidden under the formal layer, are the elements bor-
rowed from the album’s esthetics. The construction of the publication based on the 
non evident compositions, determines the entirety of the project.
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NOWE ZIEMIE

Dorota Kozieradzka i Michał Szuszkiewicz 

Video installations / painting

museum-junge-kunst.de

Curator: Wojciech Kozlowski

Co-Curator: Armin Hauer

The starting point of the exhibition is the location of the PackHof on the river of a di-
vided city. The Oder, which flows directly at the exhibition location, divides the geo-
graphical space into a historical, political and mental one. The twists and turns of his-
tory triggered this situation and spawned two cities - Słubice and Frankfurt (Oder). The 
inhabitants on both sides of the river communicate with each other but still know little 
about each other. Despite many connections, this basic situation of “little knowledge of 
each other” has not changed much.
Artists use the form of fairy tales, traditional applications to refer to the entire area of
ambiguities, misunderstandings and understatements in history.
They give no solutions, do not tell real events, they only try to recreate the field of mis-
understanding, differences in cultural heritage, and also examine their own view of 
“German”. They return to the still unfinished reflection on the possibility of dialogue 
spoken in different languages, from other positions, with often unknown intentions.
They wonder how and why history is today a space of an incompletely overcome divi-
sion.





















WizyTująca Galeria, Warszawa

“The possibility of the ultimate disconnecting from an object which is somewhere 
beyond the picture, is still present in the perspective of the artist’s painting, some-
times it appears very distant and sometimes very close. What would happen if 
such disconnection really happened? (...)Crossing the border of abstraction would 
be its end and the beginning of something new at the same time: a birth of the 
alien life form.”
Stach Szabłowski 
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kurator: Krzysztof Żwirblis

Galeria STUDIO PKiN Warszawa

“The Legend” is esthetic journey through interior of the Palace of Culture and Science, 
edifice build on the fundament of leftist ideals, that turned into a sign of domination of 
forced system and forced power.

The exhibition is accompanied by a legend written by the artists, which tells about the 
magic spring hidden in the undergrounds, fulfilling, wishes of the city residents, a source 
of wellbeing and prosperity, doesn’t take care of citizens any longer. According to the 
tale the Palace is an emanation of dream of some pauper, who discovered the spring 
and died by it. And the artists take us on tour through this dream, this legend, in a very 
sublime way, using projections and photographs which present the life of the building, 
the life going by itself, with own circuits of energy and media, apparently without a need 
for human presence. Meanings aren’t built through quotations from iconography of the 
Palace, but with the documentation and animation of its mechanics, constructions and 
interior design: that more practical (rows of chairs at the theatre and more ornamental 
(candelabra). Shootings were taken also in other Warsaw buildings, overwhelming by 
their dimensions (fortifications, filter station, Opera House).















 

 Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art, 

Man-Machine (collective exhibition) Słupsk 

video 00:47:24, 2018; oil on paper (3 pages from a magazine)

In the “Arm of Resistance” the biological transformation process takes place. The 
motor organ defends itself against the inevitable. Ultimately, however, the arm 
will have to adapt to the new role and take on assigned tasks, including those 
set by virtual reality.ra
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